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Overview (15min talk, 10mins Q&A)

Complexity and policy evaluation in the UK
CECAN
COMPLEX-IT
· Welsh Multiple Deprivation Index Study

Our reflections on using COMPLEX-IT in 2017 and 
2018
· barriers
· actions: (1) commissioning designs, (2) be official, (3) 

pushback, (4) share, (5) iterate



Complexity, policy analysis, and 
evaluation in the UK

Interest in complexity and related ideas in 
central government
· Complexity – e.g. CECAN and CEDIL
· Design thinking – e.g. Policy Lab
· Data science and AI – e.g. Alan Turing Institute

Particular interest in the evaluation community 
– early adopters
· Practitioners grappling with difficult evaluations
· Inappropriateness of RCTs in many settings

Twenty-year cycle since 2000
· Framing, using, and now reflecting
· Mostly been a methods focus
· What next? How to embed and broaden use of 

complexity?



What is CECAN?
cecan.ac.uk
Buzzword bingo – Centre for the Evaluation of 
Complexity Across the Nexus
Research centre
· Started March 2016
· UK research councils: ESRC, NERC
· 4 government departments: BEIS, Defra, EA and 

FSA
· 9 Universities, 5 practitioner orgs
· Mix of evaluators, and complexity, social, and 

environmental scientists
· Research projects, training, seminars, etc etc
· pioneering, testing and promoting innovative 

policy evaluation approaches and methods
· Beyond nexus
· Beyond Evaluation
· Read the manifesto / resources page



What is COMPLEX-IT?



What is COMPLEX-IT?

COMPLEX-IT is a web-based software tool that can be accessed 
through the web or downloaded and run locally and which is 
designed to increase the access of policy evaluators to the tools of 
computational social science (i.e., artificial intelligence, micro-
simulation, predictive analytics). 

It does this through an intuitive interface, with quick access to 
introductions on concepts and methods, and directions to richer 
detail and information for those who want it.

https://www.art-sciencefactory.com/complexit.html


What is COMPLEX-IT?

The result is a seamless and visually intuitive learning 
environment for exploring your complex data; from data 
classification, to visualisation, exploring simulated 
interventions and policy changes, and finally, data forecasting.

You don’t need any technical expertise to start using 
COMPLEX-IT, all that is required is a data set you want to 
explore, and a curious mind!



What is COMPLEX-IT?

https://www.art-sciencefactory.com/complexit.html

https://www.art-sciencefactory.com/complexit.html


WELSH DEPRIVATION 
INDEX



Using COMPLEX-IT with UK government
Between July 2017 and March 2018, ran 
workshops with evaluators and analysts
Groups involved
· Natural England, Dept for Environment, Food 

and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), Environment Agency, 
Forestry Commission, Public Health Newcastle, 
Glasgow Caledonian University

· Mix of analysts and policy teams
Natural capital approach
· Identify and value stocks of ‘natural capital’



Benefits of COMPLEX-IT
Potential benefits, in the context of a Natural 
Capital approach
· Analysis

· analysis tools for the overview of stocks being 
developed by the natural capital approach

· explore trajectories of change in natural capital 
stocks in the search of those in high risk of 
collapse or significant damage

· explore the interaction of cases (e.g. stocks), and 
the knock-on effects of improving one or a few, on 
others

· Dealing with poor data
· offer greater flexibility on data sources used and 

gaps in data
· how to transform existing data sets into case-

based forms.
General
· Communication

· how outputs can be turned into qualitative 
narratives and vignettes

· Defining cases, together



Barriers to COMPLEX-IT (and other 
complexity-appropriate tools)

Access
· Bureaucratic barriers

· VfM, deliverability, oversight, quality assurance 
and compliance

· Risk aversion in government
· Fear of failure – bad headlines!

· Rules of the game already defined
· Point in the policy process

· Needs of users
· researcher -> evaluator -> commissioner -> 

client/funder -> senior civil servant-politician
· demand for certainty
· demand for numbers, or right format

Ability
· Skills – only the most proactive develop ‘niche’ 

new skills
· Perceptions on data

· Data hungry, expensive
· Data format



Big barriers – call in some help!
Cairney and Oliver (2018) – policy 
impact of research
· ‘How to’ guides are generic and 

safe
· Accept political nature of policy
· Decide and commit

Gilbert et al (2018) – policy 
modelling
· process = outputs
· don’t stop because of poor data
· be collaborative and Agile
· plan your communication
· maintenance and continued use



So, how to embed, broaden, and improve use of 
complexity-appropriate modelling in policy?

Be bold
· Push back on demand for 

singular, definitive, false 
analysis

· Iterate through theory-model-
data – be honest

Be participative
· Flexible and accessible training
· Co-produced and participatory 

projects
Be practical
· Flexible commissioning
· Getting the official seal of 

approval
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